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ANNOUNCMENTS 

S.A.R.A. Nets & Roundtables 

HF Phone Roundtable Daily except 

Tuesday & Thursday @ 20:00 Local on 

1.902 MHz± with alternate 1.955 MHz. 

SARA Repeater Weekly Net Wednesday 

9:00 PM Local WØJH Repeater 147.060 

+114.8, Echolink WØJH-R Node 306408 

HF CW Tuesday 19:00 Local 7105 KHz 

RVSSN Slow Speed CW.  

 

Handiham  Nets 

VHF/UHF Daily except Sunday 11:00 

Local on the NØBVE Repeater 145.450-  

& 444.65- ( 114.8), Echolink HANDIHAM 

Node 494492.  Also: IRLP Node 9008 & 

WIRES #1427.  NCS varies.  

HF CW Friday 08:00 CST, 7.112 MHz 

informal slow speed CW Net.  

W8IRT NCS. 

  

S.A.R.A. Does Skywarn  

    Then you‟ll want to show up at the March 

Membership meeting to hear Steve Howard, 

ABØXE, give a presentation covering the 

International Space Station and current 

Ham Radio Satellites. This presentation will 

include : common Satellite terminolo-

gy,  methods to collect needed Satellite in-

formation, modes used, equipment needed, 

names and quirks of current satellites, soft-

ware , and general instruction on making 

easy Satellite contacts. Steve has been 

working Satellites for only a couple of years, but has had a great 

time in this area of Ham Radio.  

March Meeting  

Saturday March 12th  

at Boutwells Landing  

North Entrance, Gables - lower level  

Business meeting at 9:00 O’clock 

Program 

Steve (ABØXE) will tell us 
about the International Space 

Station and current Ham Radio 
Satellites! 

   
Pre-meeting Breakfast & Coffee  

7:30 at Joseph’s Restaurant! 

S.A.R.A. is a proud affiliate of the Courage Center Handiham System 

Curious about Satellites? 

See the the full story on page 5 
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LETTER FROM THE PREZ! 

  Time passes quickly.  It just seems like  
yesterday that I wrote the column for the  
newsletter and now it‟s time for March!  The 
warm weather as I write this has really been 
welcomed.  Most of the snow and all of the ice 
dams are now gone.  I know my enthusiasm for 
the warm weather doesn‟t sit well with those 
who are snowmobile enthusiasts but I‟ve got a 
hunch we‟re not yet over snowstorms, hihi.   

We had a good turnout at the eyeball session on 
February 10.  If you weren‟t there, you missed a 
good „networking‟ session on how to service 
your manual tuner.  I had heard comments from 
a number of hams in the past about cleaning 
their tuners but none were specific about just 
how they did that.  Rick Brennan KØBR  
convinced me that it was an easy task to do and 
mentioned the product he used to clean the  
inductor and exactly how he did it.  Rick came to 
the eyeball along with 14 other members who 
listened as he, Dave, myself and others gave 
their comments about their  tuner experiences.  
BTW, I cleaned my MFJ tuner and did it in less 
than 20 minutes.  If I can do it, so can you.  
Dave is planning on authoring a future  
newsletter piece covering many of the hints that 
were shared and I will add my hints on what 
NOT to do to avoid watching smoke come out of 
your tuner!     

The February General Meeting was also well 
attended and we were all treated to free coffee 
and donuts (anonymous donor!)  ARRL Director 
Greg Widin KØGW gave us a photographic tour 
of ARRL HQ and it was very informative.  He 
was followed by MN Section Manager Skip 
Jackson KSØJ who briefly filled us in on some 
Section activities and promised to elaborate on 
them later when he would have more time.  All 
in all, it was a great meeting and always a treat 
to „rub elbows‟ with all who attended.  

As I get ready to send this to the Signals editors, 
we have now had the second biggest  
snowstorm this season.  I guess I spoke too 
soon when I was crowing about the warm 
weather.  But…..my hunch was right on track 
and those snowmobile enthusiasts have more 
snow to „roll on‟.   

We hope that you keep the March General 
Meeting in your plans.   SEMARC President 

Steve Howard KBØAXE will present a  
much-anticipated program on Satellite  
Communications.  Steve has had a depth of 
experience in tracking and working the Ama-
teur satellites.  Bring your questions and  
prepare to be teased with learning a new 
mode.     

73, 

Keith Miller – AGØH 

SARA President 

Reprinted with permission of the K9YA Telegraph 

(www.k9ya.org)  

Were YOU a Novice? 

 We want to hear from you!  

 When did you get your novice ticket?  

 Who gave you the test? 

 Did you have an Elmer? 

 Did you belong to a club? 

 What was your first transmitter, receiver, antenna? 

Drop a line to Ron or Pat. We‟ll be  

happy to work with you! 



This Ain’t No OXB Special! 

   The folks at Premo Group have developed 

a resonant antenna which will ―tune‖ at  

frequencies as low as 40 KHz and it is only 

75mm long!  It is targeted to low frequency 

remote monitor and control applications 

such as smart meters and tire pressure  

monitors.  I wonder if it will load up on 160? 

www.grupopremo.com/es/file/681 

Disclaimer   The information contained in this column 

is for information purposes only, and may not apply 

to your situation. The author, publisher and distributor 

provide no warranty about the content or accuracy 

of content enclosed. Information provided is subjec-

tive. Neither the author nor publisher shall be liable 

for any stress or anxiety that may result. This is for  

information purposes only and not warranted for 

content, accuracy, or any other implied or explicit 

purpose. 

The Short Story   OK, I‘m glad that‘s outta the way. It‘s 

a long story why I‘ve chosen to be up-front with this 

disclaimer. Here‘s the short version. Last year, there 

was a former SARA member who got his undies in a 

bundle over some things I was saying on the air and 

writing about. It seems my conservative views and his 

liberal opinions were not consistent – and after a 

couple of years of apparent friendship, he got 

around to telling me so. It‘s really too bad he didn‘t 

take an opportunity to share his views with me before 

he did. He had several chances to chat one-on-one 

when I was at his QTH putting up antennas and help-

ing him with other stuff. 73 es CUL OM! 

Mission Statement   Writing this column is my idea; but 

a lot of SARA members have taken time to write and 

encourage me to do it. As you can see, I decided to 

call it ―Counterpoise‖. I hope to make it a ―force or 

influence that balances or equally counteracts an-

other‖. There may be times it probably should be 

called ―Poise‖ cuz there won‘t always be things that 

require counteraction. I‘ll have to wait and see how 

it goes. I know most of you receive your news and 

other important info from a variety of media. Some of 

it is pasteurized, homogenized and made easy for 

you to digest – maybe without you even having to 

do much thinking. Don‘t expect me to make it too 

easy for you to form a good, logical, common-sense 

opinion. Heck, if I meet my objective, you may see a 

side or become aware of something that you never 

really thought about! And, expect to get a friendly(?) 

jab about paying your SARA dues if your membership 

isn‘t current. Hey, if you want all this wonderfulness, 

don‘t you think you should pay?!! 

Opinions es 73   Do you remember good ole Wayne 

Green (W2NSD)? As the founder of 73 Magazine and 

other publications, he started to ―lose it‖ ~10 years ago. 

After reading his columns where he explained the truths 

about Amelia Earhart, cold fusion, UFOs, crop circles 

and the phony U.S. moon landings to mention only a 

few – I think he went off the deep end. Give some men 

a pencil and piece of paper and they‘ll draw plans for 

an OXB Special antenna; but given to others and 

they‘ll come up with science fiction stories! (Careful, 

some might poke their eyes out with those sharp sticks!) 

Poor Wayne probably doesn‘t know what‘s going on; 

he‘s a legend in his own mind! (I wonder if he‘s a SK by 

now.) 

Member es Other News   I hope to also bring you some 

personal interest stuff. This will involve people I see, 

places I go and especially SARA members who I visit. In 

this first, inaugural voyage of ―Counterpoise‖, I chose to 

include mention of some long-time SARA members; 

Betty Johnson (W9NN), Wayne Johnson (K9MIF) and 

Marv Mahre (WØMGI). Since I took way too much 

room telling you about ―Counterpoise‖ and giving you 

explanations and disclaimers; I really only have space 

for a nice photo of when Betty and Wayne motored to 

the Cities. They made a special trip in January to see 

how Ole Master Marv was doing. Take a good look at 

the photo and see if you can tell who‘s who! (Hint:  

Betty is not in the photo; she was out shopping with 

Marv‘s XYL Carol.) 

Final, Final   If you think of something you‘d like me to 

write about – just let me know. I can‘t guarantee I‘ll do 

it (hey, I‘m a busy guy!) but I promise to consider all 

requests. And, if you think I‘m off my bean, talking thru 

my SARA hat or have indeed ―lost it‖ – please let me 

know. It‘s good to know things like that. I maybe can‘t 

or won‘t do a darn thing about it ... but, nonetheless, 

it‘s good to know. 

73 es CUL 

Dave (WØOXB) 

 

 

© 2011 WØOXB. All rights reserved. A single copy of this material may be reprinted for 

noncommercial, personal use only. ―OXB,‖ ―OXBism,‖ ―OXB Special,‖ ―Counterpoise‖ 

and the ―Counterpoise‖ logo are trademarks of WØOXB.  

Left to Right—Marv WØMGI, Wayne K9MIF, Dave WØOXB 

http://www.grupopremo.com/es/file/681
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On our website 

www.radioham.org 

Our full-service website is a resource for 

current information, last-minute changes 

in meeting times and events, web-only 

stories, and archived news.  

Review the February 

2011 meeting minutes 

and reports.  

 

Access archived  

newsletters using the 

menu in the left  

sidebar.  

WØMR Packet Mail 

The W0MR packet station is still running at the Mining 

ARC club station. The frequency is 145.01. The packet 

station is connected to the world wide packet network. 

Mail addressed to distant packet stations will go out 

and mail addressed to users at W0MR will come in. 

The simple mail message is sent using the send com-

mand. ‗send callsign‘ will start a message to callsign. 

The usual subject and text prompts follow. This message 

stays at the bbs until the recipient connects, reads, and 

kills the message or the sender connects and kills the 

message. Only the sender, the recipient, and the bbs 

sysop have the privilege to read and delete the  

message. Local messages can be forwarded on to a 

local tnc pbbs. Send a message to sysop to arrange 

local forwarding. 

More complex addressing can be used to send mes-

sages to distant packet stations. h-addressing or hierar-

chical addressing can route a message to a full service 

bbs and beyond. In a simple form, send callsign@bbs 

will instruct the bbs to forward this message to the  

station bbs. An example will be send n0mr@n0mr. That 

message to n0mr will go to the bbs n0mr. This simple 

addressing is much like very old phone systems where 

you had to dial only 4 or 5 numbers for local calls. 

A more complete address would be 

callsign@n0mr.#nemn.mn.usa.noam. An example 

would be n0mr@n0mr.#nemn.mn.usa.noam or 

kc8emf@kb8hhq.#upmi.mi.usa.noam.  That address 

includes the callsign, bbs, area, state, country, and 

continent. These addresses will not work as internet e-

mail addresses. This more complex addressing is like 

modern phone systems where you must dial 10 or more 

numbers. 

Even more distant mail transfers can be made through-

out north and south America and even Europe and 

Asia. All you need is the proper address. In this area, 

any address that is outside the area of MN, WI, and MI 

will go to N9PMO and be sent on from there. 

Jerry, NØMR 

As you can see, this  

newsletter is made up 

of member submissions, 

so get the lead out and 

start submitting – 
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VE Session Scheduled for 

May 5
th

 2011 
 

    The May 5, 2011 VE Session is sched-

uled to be held at Boutwells Landing, with 

registration and check-in to begin at 6pm 

with exams to begin at 6:30pm. Pre-

registration is encouraged to aid us in 

knowing how many examinees to expect, 

but is not required. Please park and enter 

via the north side of the building. 

 

The address is: 

13575 58th St N 

Oak Park Heights, MN 55082 

 

There is an information desk on the right 

side of the lobby as you enter the build-

ing, and a nearby stairway that will take 

you down one floor to the exam room. 

 

Please contact me with questions you 

may have regarding the exam process. 

 

Shel NØDRX 

651-439-1272 

Now That’s a Frequency Standard! 

   Symmetricom Inc. is delivering atomic clock  

modules ( actually frequency standards) with a high  

impedance 10 MHz output that is accurate to 5x10-11 

Hz and stable within 3x10-10 Hz/Month.  The unit 

measures 1.6‖x1.4‖x0.45‖ ( that‘s smaller than a pack 

of smokes!).  If you had one you would be more  

accurate than received WWV signals because there 

would be no propagation delays.  You CAN have 

one for about $1500.00.  

Frequency = 10000000.0000000000 Hz 

Drift <= 0.0000000003 Hz/Month 

Monthly OXBism:  

DXing can be better in the spring because 

earlier in the day isn‘t as late as in winter!  

S.A.R.A. Does Skywarn from page 1 

   In the words of Bob Jensen WØGAF, 

SARA Education and training activities 

chair, ―We had a great turnout!‖   

Bob and Greg estimated that there were 

more than 60 attendees at the February 

26th Metro Skywarn class. The class was 

sponsored by Metro Skywarn and support-

ed by SARA.  The team handed out more 

than 20 flyers and a handful of SARA news-

letters. About half of the class expressed 

some interest in obtaining an amateur ra-

dio license   

   The SARA Team received a nice thank 

you letter from Theresa Caspers, Metro Sky-

warn Education Coordinator and Metro 

Skywarn Chair. 

Tornado season has already begun in the 

southern states. Thanks to all who prepared 

and participated in Skywarn so that you can be 

ready as the threat of severe WX moves north. 

SARA Members highlight the Ham Radio connection 

to Skywarn.  Photos courtesy John Harvard KCØUHY 

Correction! 

  The answer to last months Circuit Quiz had a typo in the last 

line. The current was mistyped as 0.006 amp when it was 

indeed 0.0006amps. The answer is however correct as it was 

a typo.  Thanks to Jeff Nast  KCØMKS the good eye! 
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  Talk about QRM! It turns out that the CQ World Wide 

Fox Hunting Weekend is: 

 Mothers Day weekend! 

 Opening Fishing Weekend! 

 The last SARA Monthly Meeting for the summer! 

   Poor planning on their part hey? Anyway, we will still 

plan to hide a fox and charge out of the SARA  

meeting fired up to find the little critter, er, HT!  I will 

delegate the actual hiding to none other than ARRL 

Dakota Division Director Greg Widin KØGW. 

   Since MY HT is the fox, I will need to be part of a 

team with someone else‘s HT…..   Any volunteers?  The 

second weekend in May has GOT to be warm and  

sunny, so put it on your calendar in big red letters!  

73 K3PID 

A-hunting we will go!
Wemember: You have to be berry, berry 

qwiet! 

The WØOXB Release To 

Listen Award (A Little SARA History) 

 

As the originator of this award, Greg KØGW 

was asked long ago, to summarize some of 

the most important facts about it, including 

the award criteria. 

    At the time of the first award, Greg said, 

"This award goes to the person who best 

demonstrates the goals exemplified by the 

operations of WØOXB." Obviously, since the 

award is called "Release to Listen" it has to do 

with things like timing out repeaters (not too 

difficult), timing out 160m (harder), timing out 

a meeting (still harder) and timing out the 

parking lot (only achieved so far by N9UXD).  

    Lyle KB9OKQ, besides his general level of 

excellence in the RTL category, won on the 

strength of reading off everything that was 

appearing on his computer screen over 

about a minute and a half, text which was 

also visible to the people he was talking to. 

    The 2007 award was given to the WØJH 

repeater for timing itself  out, an achieve-

 

WØOXB passing on the RTL award on 

behalf of Tom WØMMW, to Bill VE3XT, 

thereby making it an international 

award. 
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ment not expected to be equaled by any  

living amateur.   

   The awardee is determined by the current 

holder of the award, although there are no 

limits on consulting other hams, particularly 

past recipients of the award. Anyone  is  

eligible to receive the award except the im-

mediate past recipient.  Despite the fact that 

former awardees may again become eligible, 

considering the prestige associated with the 

award and in the spirit of encouraging  

excellence, it is desirable to spread the award 

around. 

   The award is a traveling award intended to 

be presented on an annual basis. This guide-

line was established to prevent someone from 

getting the award and just holding on to it. 

Considering how prestigious and handsome 

this award is, it is easy to see why some recipi-

ents have found it difficult to pass it on. It is 

clearly NOT required to wait a year to make 

the award. In fact, the rules are intended to 

encourage more frequent movement of the 

award if a deserving awardee is identified.  

   At the initial award, it was rumored that the 

awarder was allowed to request a fee of $10 

from the awardee. This provision was waived 

at the first award and has subsequently been 

dropped from the rules. 

RTL Recipient & Year Recognized: 

WØOXB  2003 

N9UXD  2004 

WB9OKQ  2005 

NØSBU  2006 

WØJH repeater  2007 

KBØRGS Nov 10, 2007 

WØMMW  June 28, 2009 

VE3XT  Nov 6, 2010 

  The RTL Award achieved new heights in 2010, 

when it went International upon being pre-

sented to VE3XT.  We are sure Bill currently has 

it displayed in a place of honor in his trophy 

case.  Rumor is that Bill may have even re-

ceived some added security pointers from a 

Minnesota State Trooper prior to heading 

north with the trophy. 

Tony “The Master” Tretter, 
WØKVO on the importance of 

antennas 

   While all of the 
equipment in a Ham 
Station is important 
to some degree, the 
most important sin-
gle item of all is the 
antenna system.  
This is the link  
between the  
transmitter and the 
distant receiving  
station.  Thousands 
of dollars worth of receiving and transmitting 
equipment is practically of no value at all if we 
cannot receive a signal; and, much more im-
portantly, if we cannot transfer the transmitter 
output into useful radiation. 

   An antenna system consists of all of the 
components between the transmitter and the 
actual radiation of electromagnetic energy. It 
includes the matching system, baluns, feed 
line, and the antenna proper. In my humble 
opinion, most Hams do not give enough 
thought to their radiating system. 

   There is no optimum antenna for each job, 
and a considerable number of questions 
should be answered before stringing up a 
bundle of wire or a network of steel or alumi-
num tubing. 

   First, what do I want my station to do? Am I 
interested in contacting other hams in the next 
county, or the next state, or other countries in 
this continent, or someplace halfway around 
the world? What time of day will I do my oper-
ating, and what frequencies will I use for the 
type of operating I want to do?  In which direc-
tion do I wish to transmit, or do I want my sig-

These are the semi-official rules for the 

award, but there are certainly other factors 

and dimensions of achievement that 

may be taken into account. We can only 

watch with awe at the ever-increasing 

heights which each successive winner 

has reached. There are further levels of 

achievement that have not yet been  

attained or chronicled.  

Award, continued from page 6 
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nal to radiate in all directions? These are 
some questions that should be asked first. 

   Second, and probably one of the primary 
factors to consider, how much space do I 
have available for antennas?  City slickers 
often must accept a compromise type of  
antenna for the HF bands since most urban 
lots won‟t accommodate full size wire dipoles 
or high supporting structures. Another  
annoying consideration is local zoning  
ordinances. 

   Third, (and in most cases, this should be in 
first place), how much money do I have  
available to spend? 

   Because of these influences, it is virtually 
impossible to suggest one type of antenna 
system over another. However, a good rule of 
thumb might be to erect the biggest and best 
collection of antennas that space and finances 
will allow. 

  Most hams will not be able to have the best, 
but no matter what type of system is used, be 
sure that the radiator is able to accept all of 
your available power and radiate it at some 
useful angle with respect to earth.  If you do 
have to accept something less than the best, 
use whatever is the most practical  and be 
happy with something less than optimum per-
formance. Almost any radiating system that 
accepts power will enable you to make good 
contacts under some conditions of propaga-
tion. 

   The subject of antennas is one which is  
impossible to cover in a few paragraphs, and 
the different types of antennas would take 
many pages to list.  I reckon what I am trying 
to say is this: Give a lot of thought to what you 
want to do with your station, and put up the 
best system you can with the restrictions that 
each different location has.  Don‟t 
“shortchange” your antenna system; it truly is 
the most important single part of your entire 
station, and it is the difference between  
getting your signal out where you want it to go 
or dissipating it in your “finals” or transmission 
line. 

TONY TRETTER – WØKVO 
 
Tony Tretter WØKVO, is a long-time  
Handiham volunteer and SARA member. He 
is now calls himself “instructor emeritus”.  

A dip in the pool 

 

Time for a dip in the pool.  The 

question pool, that is.  

This month‟s dip into the question 
pool is from the new General pool, 
which comes into effect on July 1. We 
head for the electrical principles sec-
tion, just to find out if you still remem-
ber something about impedance 
matching.  

G5A13 asks, "Which of the following 
devices can be used for impedance 
matching at radio frequencies?" 

Possible answers are: 

A. A transformer  

B. A Pi-network  

C. A length of transmission 
line  

D. All of these choices are 
correct 

Did you know that all of the choices 
are correct?  There are numerous  
examples of matching impedances in 
creative ways, and you will discover 
them for yourself if you start building 
your own antennas!   

Answer  ↓ 



The River Valley Slow Speed CW Net 

   We‘ve had three nets as I write this with two  

check-ins each the first week and 5 check-ins the 

third. The band has been very noisy and tending to be 

long making local copy a little difficult. We can hope 

it will get better as the daylight gets longer. N7NET 

checked in from Texas twice. He heard the net and 

thought it was from Stillwater OK. Anyway he said he 

really enjoys slow speed nets and will plan to check in 

as long as the band will allow.   Remember! Don‘t be 

shy, make the leap! Check in just to say hello. 

Remember, QRS means Send More Slowly and we 

respond very well.  

Here is some old timer’s secrets!   

 Here are some tips to help you dig that weak CW 

signal out of the noise. 

1. Turn off any preamp that may be on by default.  

2. Turn OFF the noise blanker ―NB‖ because it clips 

the weak CW and makes it difficult to hear. 

3. Use the narrowest bandpass filter that you have. 

Typically 150 Hz to 200 Hz wide but be careful! If 

the station that you are trying to hear isn‘t zero 

beat with you, he may be outside your filter and 

you‘ll not hear him. 

4. turn the volume way up then turn the RF gain 

down until the noise goes away. Now turn the RF 

gain up just a little and you will hear signals that 

you didn‘t know were there.  

5. If there is a strong station close by that is making it 

difficult to copy, use the ―Notch‖ filter to block 

the signal or use the ―IF Shift‖ to move the 

passband of your filter up or down frequency to 

move the interfering station out of your 

passband. 

When checking into a net under noisy conditions it is 

really important that you zero beat the NCS to allow 

the other stations to use narrow filters. 

73 es CU on the net 

K3PID 

Mark Your Calendars! 

Technician License Class 

Stillwater Public Library, Thursdays 

March 3rd thru April 28th ( Ex March 17th) with 

VE Testing May 5th. 

 

SARA Monthly Meeting Programs 

 March 12th—Steve (ABØXE) SEMARC President on 

Satellite Communications. 

 April 9th—Ron (K3PID) on The Art & Skill of Fox-

hunting ( RDF). 

 May 14th—Ron (K3PID) on CW the Original Digital 

Mode. 

CQ World Wide Foxhunt Day 

May 14th & 15th—  in a swamp near you!  

ARRL Field Day 

June 25th & 26th 

   BE THERE! DON’T MISS THE FUN!  

Split Rock Lighthouse 

November 5th & 6th 

Join Dave and the gang for the 160 meter roundtable.  

Nightly at 8:00 PM except Tuesday & Thursday. 
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SARA 

Needs 

YOU! 
 

Get involved, Make a Difference, 

Have  fun! 


